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Abstract: Zero-discharge and low-input aquaponics systems are a promising alternative to the inten-
sive agricultural and aquacultural production systems currently used, ensuring high environmental
sustainability. However, new approaches and management practices are needed to increase their
productivity to reach the yields of classic production systems. In this context, the present study
investigated for the first time the potential of two biostimulants to improve lettuce performance in
aquaponics, whether coupled or decoupled, with hydroponics serving as a control. A comprehensive
evaluation was conducted to assess the plant functional (focusing on the photosynthetic process
evaluation) and growth responses at the whole-plant level. In addition, the nutritional state of the
leaves was determined and metabolomic analysis was performed at the cellular level, the latter
also for the first time in aquaponics research. The results demonstrated the limitations that coupled
aquaponics poses in relation to lettuce growth, function and metabolism, which were already obvious
from the 12th day of the experiment. Indicatively, the plants grown under coupled aquaponics
exhibited a notable decrease in the leaf fresh weight, potassium content and nitrogen content, with
reductions of 80%, 60%, and 30%, respectively, in comparison to the hydroponics control. However,
the combined physiological and metabolomic data indicate that these plants down-regulate processes
and metabolism to acclimate to low nutrient levels in lettuce leaves rather than experiencing damage.
The application of biostimulants did not significantly optimize the plants’ performance, though one
of them appeared to be effective in improving some aspects of the photochemical efficiency. The de-
coupled and hydroponics systems resulted in similarly high yields and efficiency in terms of plant
function, without any marked contribution from the biostimulants. We conclude that the decoupled
aquaponics system has been successful in achieving yields comparable to those of hydroponics, with
lower chemical inputs. Future studies should focus on examining other biostimulants in this system
to further improve its performance while maintaining its environmental benefits within a circular
economy framework.

Keywords: physiology; greenhouse; metabolomics; chlorophyll fluorescence; LUE

1. Introduction

Aquaponics is an innovative and highly sustainable cultivation system, operating
in a circular economy framework. Crop production in a soilless setup is combined with
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aquaculture in a closed-loop system [1]. Water is the common element of these two sub-
systems, constantly recirculating between them. Fish metabolism and uneaten feed enrich
the water with nutrients, which are subsequently absorbed by plants, thereby cleaning
the water for re-use in the aquaculture unit. Plant nutrition is succeeded by diluted
nutrients in the recirculating water, thus replacing chemical fertilizers. The main advantage
of aquaponics is the low environmental footprint for food production, based on saving
water resources and minimizing inputs [2]. Aquaponics has been developed during the
last 20 years as a zero-discharge production system. Both commercial aquaculture and
classic hydroponics dispose of large quantities of wastewater [3]. In the first case, a daily
discharge of 10–40% wastewater is typically practiced to maintain the water quality, a
percentage that is reduced to 20% when recirculating aquaculture systems (RASs) are
employed [4]. Additionally, the versatility of aquaponics installation in terms of the space,
sub-system size and crop–fish pairing makes it appropriate for a large range of operating
scales, from domestic and urban agriculture—reducing the food miles—to commercial-
scale production [5,6]. Consequently, well-developed aquaponics may contribute to the
sustainable intensification of agricultural production required to meet the food demands of
the expanding human population, which is predicted to increase by 50–70% until 2050 [7].

The closed-loop, coupled aquaponics system described above has certain limitations
that prevent it from being equally or more productive compared to conventional cultivation
systems such as hydroponics [8–10]. The limitations concern the sub-optimal levels of some
nutrients in the fish-derived water, resulting mainly in K and Fe deficiencies in crops [11,12].
A modification that has been introduced to address this issue is decoupled aquaponics; the
fish tanks and the crop sub-system are separated and independently controlled in open
loops [9,13]. This separation allows, in addition to pH regulation at optimum levels for fish
and crops, the supplementation of deficient nutrients to adequately meet crop requirements.
In this case, the water is not returned to the fish tanks, ensuring their welfare in the absence
of chemicals. However, the inputs of the aquaponics system increase, compromising its
overall sustainability and low-input character.

Plant biostimulants (BSs) have been reported to enhance plant performance by trig-
gering physiological mechanisms and processes, thereby leading to increased nutrient
use efficiency and tolerance to abiotic stress [7,14]. By definition, BSs are not fertilizers
or soil improvers. Instead they modify a plant’s primary and/or secondary metabolism,
resulting in improved nutrient acquisition and/or product quality traits, with the latter
being connected to stress-combating substances [15,16]. The modes of action of BSs are
highly diversified and depend on various factors, such as their nature, dosage, application
technique, crop species, growth stage, and environmental conditions [14]. In his pivotal
review, Du Jardin [17] conclusively examines three levels of BS action. At the whole plant
level, increased root-to-shoot micronutrients transport and the protection of photosynthetic
apparatus have been reported, among many other physiological processes affected. The
next level is the agricultural function in the context of crop performance, which includes
improved mineral composition and nutrient-foraging capacity. Finally, there is the level
of economy and environmental services, where the use of BSs results in a higher yield,
improved product quality and lower inputs. However, as research continues to identify,
formulate, and produce new BS products with improved performance, it is necessary to
investigate their effects and, more importantly, to focus on the mechanisms by which the
plant responds. Focusing solely on crop yield does not provide sufficient information on
the underlying mechanisms and modes of action. Therefore, it is crucial to delve deeper
into the subject by also studying the plant’s functional traits and utilizing metabolomics,
which focuses on specific targets of metabolic pathways and substances. Metabolomics
analysis can provide valuable insights into plant function when considered in association
with plant physiology and, at the macroscale, growth performance.

The combination of the benefits of aquaponics and BSs was the core idea of the
research presented in this paper. Our objective was to assess whether this integrated
cultivation system could utilize the aforementioned triggering of plant metabolism by BSs
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to overcome the limitations of nutrient acquisition by aquaponics crops while maintaining
its sustainable and low-input nature. Toward this direction, the effects of two distinct
formulations of BS on lettuce performance and the possible mechanisms involved were
investigated in coupled and decoupled aquaponics systems, with hydroponics as a control.
A comprehensive evaluation of the plant functional and growth responses was conducted
at the whole-plant level. Additionally, the nutritional state of the leaves was determined,
and metabolomics analysis was performed at the cellular level.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiment was carried out in the pilot-scale aquaponics greenhouse of the Uni-
versity of Thessaly in Velestino (39◦44′ N, 22◦79′ E), Central Greece. The gothic arch
greenhouse is 440 m2 in area and 5 m high. The largest area is covered by the hydroponics
unit (360 m2) where the crops are cultivated, while the RAS is installed in a closed chamber
(80 m2) under controlled environmental conditions. A full description of both the hydro-
ponics and the RAS sub-systems, as well as the environmental control within the RAS
chamber and the whole greenhouse, can be found in our previous articles [8,9]. Briefly, the
RAS sub-system comprises three fish tanks, each with a volume of 1.3 m3, connected with
the mechanical filter (0.5 m3, Combi Bio 15, ProfiDrum, Retford, UK) and the bio-filter. The
latter is filled with ceramic rings (15 mm) and K1 (1 mm, Kaldness media), colonized by the
nitrifying bacteria that perform the conversion of the ammonia exerted by fish to nitrates
to be absorbed by plants.

The crop cultivation unit consists of 18 hydroponic channels (8.5 × 0.22 m), positioned
50 cm above the ground. The pilot aquaponics greenhouse setup allows the concurrent
implementation of three cultivation systems, i.e., coupled (CAP) aquaponics, decoupled
(DCAP) aquaponics and hydroponics (HP), in separate channels. In the CAP channels, the
crops are irrigated with water directly derived by the RAS, after its pH value is adjusted to
increase the nutrients availability. This water is returned, after sterilization, to the fish tanks,
completing the cycle. The DCAP channels also use RAS water, but this is enriched with
fertilizers to meet the nutrient concentration targets used for HP. The latter is the typical
HP nutrient solution for each crop species tested, which exclusively employs chemical
fertilizers.

Two factors were tested in the current experiment, i.e., the cultivation system and BS,
each with three levels. For the former, HP, DCAP and CAP were studied. In each of these
groups, three BS management schemes were carried out; no BS, BS1 and BS2, with the latter
two referring to different liquid formulations, the compositions of which are described in
Table 1. Subsequently, the experimental design included the following 9 treatments:

(1) HP (Hydroponics—no biostimulant)
(2) HP-BS1 (Hydroponics—1st biostimulant formulation)
(3) HP-BS2 (Hydroponics—2nd biostimulant formulation)
(4) DCAP (Decoupled aquaponics—no biostimulant)
(5) DCAP-BS1 (Decoupled aquaponics—1st biostimulant formulation)
(6) DCAP-BS2 (Decoupled aquaponics—2nd biostimulant formulation)
(7) CAP (Coupled aquaponics—no biostimulant)
(8) CAP-BS1 (Coupled aquaponics—1st biostimulant formulation)
(9) CAP-BS2 (Coupled aquaponics—2nd biostimulant formulation)

Lettuce plants (Lactuca sativa cv. Station) were grown on perlite (Hydroperl 33L, Nor-
diaagro, Athens, Greece) slabs, 4 plants per slab, irrigated with drippers. A total of 540 plants
were randomly allocated to the 9 treatments, resulting in 60 plants/treatment. The HP plants
were fertigated using a standard nutrient solution for lettuce crops, specifically formulated
for the Mediterranean climatic conditions [18] (16.4 mM N-NO3, 1.3 mM N-NH4, 1.4 mM P,
8.0 mM K+, 4.8 mM Ca2+, 1.1 mM Mg2+, 1.4 mM S-SO4, 35.0 µM Fe, 30.0 µM B, 0.8 µM Cu,
5.0 µM Zn, 5.0 µM Mn, 0.5 µM Mo).
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Table 1. The composition of each BS formulation, as well as its pH and the amino acids present. The
concentrations are given in percentage (%) weight per volume (w/v).

BS1 BS2

Free amino acids 12.5 14.4
Nitrogen (N) total 3 3

Organic nitrogen (N) 3 3
Potassium oxide (K2O) 1.2 1.2

Total amino acids 14.5 16.8
Low-molecular-weight peptides 45 49.2

Organic material - 28.8
Azotobacter chroococcum No Yes

pH 5.8 5.5
Amino acids Ala, Arg, Asp, Cys, Gly, Glu, Hyp, His, Iso, Leu, Lys, Met, Phe, Pro, Ser, Thr, Tyr, Va

In order to achieve the target concentration in the DCAP treatment, the RAS solution
was analyzed weekly. Based on the results of the analyses, the amount of each fertilizer
needed to achieve the target was determined and the input was adjusted accordingly.
A customized controller (Argos Electronics, Evia, Greece) continually and automatically
controlled the irrigation and fertilization of all the treatments.

The mean pH value of the irrigation solution in all the treatments was set at 5.6,
according to Aslanidou et al. (2022) [8]. The electrical conductivity (EC) of the solution was
measured weekly with a portable instrument (Combo pH-EC-TDS-Temp, 98130 Hanna In-
struments, Woonsocket, RI, USA) and varied among the treatments. In particular, the mean
EC in the nutrient solution of the HP and DCAP treatments was 2.5 dS m−1 throughout
the experiment, whilst the mean EC of the CAP treatment was 0.84 dS m−1. Both BSs were
applied by foliar spraying three times during the experiment (on Day (D)7, D27 and D40),
at a rate of 1.5 L/ha.

Red tilapia fish (Oreochromis spp.) were reared in the RAS system, with a total biomass
of 32.7 kg, thus a stocking of 8.4 kg m−3. The fish were fed ad libitum three times a day
with Prodac Pond Sticks Color (crude protein 29.0%, crude ash 5.7%, crude fibers 3.3%,
crude fat 2.9%, moisture 4.8%, omega 6 42.2%, omega 3 5.7%) [8].

The duration of the experiment was 56 days, from November 2021 to January 2022.

2.2. Measurements
2.2.1. Plant Growth Assessment

Three harvests were performed on D26, D38 and D56 to assess both the fresh weight
of the aerial plant part and the number of leaves developed up to each date (six plants
per treatment).

2.2.2. Plant Physiology Parameters

The concentration of total chlorophylls (chl), i.e., chl a plus b, was measured through
the SPAD index (SPAD 502Plus, Konica Minolta, Osaka, Japan). Two measurements per
plant were taken, and twenty plants per treatment were measured on five dates throughout
the growing period (D12, D19, D27, D34, D54). All the measurements were performed
between 9:00 and 10:00 am to ensure similar light conditions.

The photochemical reflectance index (PRI) was measured in the lettuce leaves with a
portable instrument, PlantPen PRI 210 (Photon Systems Instruments, Drásov, Czech Republic),
during clear days between 10:00 and 11:30 am. The measurements were performed on the
same dates and plants, and following the same replication as per the SPAD determination.

The in vivo chl a fluorescence was assessed in mature, unshaded leaves (20 repli-
cates/treatment) on the same dates as above with the Handy PEA+ fluorimeter (Hansatech
Instruments Ltd., King’s Lynn, UK). Prior to each measurement, the leaves were dark-
adapted for 30 min with the use of a leaf clip. After this period, the leaves were illuminated
with 3000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 of a red LED array at 650 nm for 3 s and the transients of
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chl a fluorescence were recorded (at 50 µsecs, 100 µsecs, 300 µsecs, 2 msecs and 30 msecs).
The data were analyzed with PeaPlus Software v.1-13 (Hansatech Instruments Ltd., King’s
Lynn, UK). Table S1 summarizes the main parameters derived from the JIP test, according
to Strasser et al. [19].

The total phenolics content was measured 3 times during the experimental period
(10 replicates/treatment, on D26, D38, D56), following the Folin–Ciocalteu method [20].
Dry samples of lettuce leaves (0.27 g each, 10 replicates/treatment) were extracted in
methanol 50% and maintained at 40 ◦C for 1 h in a water bath. The extract (0.05 mL) mixed
with 0.25 mL Folin–Ciocalteu reagent, 0.75 mL of Na2CO3 (20% w/v) and 3.95 mL of water
was left for 2 h at room temperature and subsequently the absorbance was read at 760 nm
(double beam spectrophotometer, Shimadzu UV-1900). The concentration of the total leaf
phenolics was expressed as gallic acid equivalents (GAE, g g−1 leaf dry weight), following
a standard curve with known gallic acid concentrations.

The leaf nutritional state (N, K+, Ca+2, Na+) was determined twice during the ex-
periment (6 replications per treatment, on D38 and D56). The total nitrogen content was
measured using the Kjeldahl nitrogen method. The K+, Ca+2, and Na+ concentrations of the
leaves were analyzed with a Flame Photometer (JENWAY, PFP7 Flame Photometer) after
the extraction of 0.5 g of each sample with a 20 mL hydrochloric solution (6%), followed by
dilution up to 50 mL with deionized water.

2.2.3. Metabolomics Analysis

Sampling for the metabolomics analysis was conducted on D54, just before the final
harvest. Four mature leaves per treatment were cut and immediately stored in liquid
nitrogen. The plant samples (0.5 g) were pulverized under liquid nitrogen and extracted
with 1.4 mL of 100% methanol (pre-cooled 4 ◦C) according to [21]. Adonitol (100 µL of
0.2 mg mL−1 aqueous solution) was added to the mixtures as a quantitative standard. The
mixtures were then centrifuged (11,000× g, 10 min, 4 ◦C), the supernatants were transferred
to glass vials and 0.75 mL of chloroform (−20 ◦C) and 1.5 mL of dd water (pre-cooled at
4 ◦C) were added. The mixtures were centrifuged (2200× g, 15 min, 4 ◦C) and 0.15 mL of
the polar phase was transferred to glass vials. The samples were left to dry in a vacuum
dryer. The dried residues were then re-dissolved in 40 µL of 20 mg ml−1 methoxyamine
hydrochloride in pyridine. The mixtures were shaken in a water bath (2 h, 37 ◦C) and then
0.7 mL of N-Methyl-N-(trimethtlsilyl)-trifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) was added, vortexed
and incubated in a water bath (30 min, 37 ◦C). The aliquots were transferred into 1.5 mL
autosampler vials with glass inserts and stored at −20 ◦C.

Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis was performed in a
Thermo Trace Ultra GC equipped with an ISQ MS and TriPlus RSH autosampler (Switzer-
land). A 1 µL sample volume was injected with a split ratio of 70:1. The separations
were carried out on a TR-5MS capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm× 0.25 µm). The injector
temperature was set at 220 ◦C, the ion source at 230 ◦C, and the interface at 250 ◦C, while
a constant flow rate of the carrier gas (He) was set at 1 mL min−1. The GC temperature
program was set at 70 ◦C for 5 min, then increased to 240 ◦C at a rate of 8 C min−1 and
held at 240 ◦C for 15 min. After a 5 min solvent delay, the mass range of m/z 50–600 was
recorded. The mass spectra were acquired in electron impact ionization (EI) mode. The
peak area integration and chromatogram visualization were performed using the Xcalibur
program. For the peak identification, mass spectra tick evaluation was performed and the
NIST11 database was used. Quantification of the detected metabolites was assessed based
on the relative response compared to the internal standard adonitol and expressed as the
relative abundance [21,22].

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were subjected to a two-way ANOVA where the cultivation system (CAP, DCAP
and HP) and the presence of a BS (BS1, BS 2, no BS) were the two main factors, followed
by Tukey’s post hoc test in cases where the prerequisites of the ANOVA (Levene’s test
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for the homogeneity of variances and the Shapiro–Wilk test for the normal distribution)
were met. Otherwise, the non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was performed, followed by
Dunn’s post hoc test. The level of significance was set at 95% (p ≤ 0.05) in all the tests. The
analyses were conducted using the open-access JASP v.0.18.1 software (JASP Team 2022
Computer Software). The generation of the heatmap was based on the relative abundance
of the detected metabolites, which was determined using the Log2(fc) metric, and was
carried out using GraphPad Prism 9.0 [21].

3. Results

Figure 1 illustrates the growth response of lettuce to both the cultivation system and
the presence of a BS, as measured at three harvests during the growing period. The fresh
weight of the aerial plant part (Figure 1a) was significantly lower in the CAP treatments
than in the HP and DCAP, regardless of the presence of a BS. From the first harvest on
D26, the CAP plants exhibited a 72.6% reduction in fresh weight compared to the other
two treatments. This difference was maintained at the intermediate harvest on D38 and
reached 80% at the final one on D54. In all cases, BS application did not affect the results,
while no interactions between the cultivation system and BS were recorded. A comparable
pattern of effects was observed in the number of leaves (Figure 1b). On D26 and D54, the
CAP plants produced 21.7% to 28.7% fewer leaves respectively, compared to the HP and
DCAP plants in all the BS sub-treatments. As shown above, lettuce growth was found to be
influenced solely by the cultivation system used, demonstrating the inferiority of the CAP
plants, and not by the presence of a BS.
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Figure 1. Growth parameters of lettuce measured at the three harvests (Mean ± Stdev, n = 6): (a) aerial
plant part fresh weight and (b) the number of leaves per plant. Different letters denote statistically
significant differences between treatments on each measurement (p ≤ 0.05).

The total chl content of the lettuce leaves, as depicted by the SPAD values (Figure 2a),
showed limited variation during the growing period. The peak values were observed
during the initial two measurements on D12 and D19 for all the treatments. Thereafter, the
values gradually decreased until the final harvest. The CAP plants showed a significantly
lower chl content than the HP and DCAP, with the differences being significant at the first
two measurements and D34. The PRI index (Figure 2b), which is directly related to the
light use efficiency (LUE) of the photosynthetic apparatus, was highest at the beginning of
the experiment (D12), but the values of all the CAP treatments were half of those for the
HP and DCAP treatments. On D19, the CAP treatments experienced a considerable decline,
reaching negative values, which only partially recovered by the end of the experiment. At
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D54, just before the final harvest, the differences among the treatments were levelled out
and the PRI reached its minimum levels. The cultivation system was the only factor that
significantly influenced the PRI profile, except for the last measurement. The effects of both
BSs were not statistically significant in any case. An interaction between the two factors
was recorded on D27.
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Figure 2. The SPAD index of lettuce leaves (a) and the PRI index of leaf reflectance (b) measured
at five time points during the experimental period (Mean ± Stdev, n = 20). Different letters denote
statistically significant differences between treatments on each day (p ≤ 0.05).

The in vivo fluorescence measurements are presented in the radar plots in Figure 3.
This provides information on the potential effects of the treatments on all the events related
to the functioning of photosystem II (PSII) and certain processes of photosystem I (PSI). We
have chosen to display only the three most representative days out of the five sampling
days. Already from D12, the CAP plants showed the first signs of stress, as depicted
by the lower values of PItotal, which is a photosynthetic performance index. In parallel,
the reduced Sm implies changes in the acceptor site and a possibly reduced pool size of
e-primary acceptors. Additionally, decreases in φEo and φRo were evident, which relate to
the quantum yield of electron transport through the PSII to intermediate and final acceptors,
respectively. The 1-Vi and 1/Vi parameters concern events around the PSI, the function
of which was reduced in the CAP lettuce to the lowest level compared to all the other
treatments, but the differences were not statistically significant. The energy fluxes per
active reaction center (RC), like the absorption flux through the PSII antenna chl (ABS/RC),
trapped (TRo/RC) and dissipated (DIo/RC) energy fluxes were considerably higher in the
CAP plants compared to HP and DCAP. The application of BS1 and BS2 partially alleviated
the stress situation in the CAP treatment and BS1 improved the HP performance, although
its effect was not statistically significant, except for PItotal. In the second measurement on
D19, the situation was comparable to that on D12, with two changes: a deterioration of
CAP in terms of the PItotal and DIo/RC, and the greater positive contribution of the BS
to the outcome. Notably, the PItotal in CAP significantly decreased by 60% compared to
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HP, while the DIo/RC increased by the same percentage. This indicates that enhanced
dissipated energy was the major contributor to the decline in the PItotal. Post hoc tests
revealed significant pairwise differences between both the CAP-BS1/BS2 and CAP plants
in most of the fluorescence parameters on D20, suggesting an ameliorating effect of BS
application. This was also the case for both the DCAP and the HP treatments. At the final
measurement on D54, the differences in the CAP treatments compared with HP and DCAP
were minimized and mainly concerned the energy fluxes, which were slightly reduced in
CAP, CAP-BS1, and CAP-BS2. The statistical analysis showed that the cultivation system
was the only factor significantly affecting the results. No significant differences were found
between the HP and DCAP treatments in all the fluorescence parameters and measurement
time points, regardless of the presence of a BS.
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The concentration of phenolics remained relatively stable throughout the experimental
period (Figure 4). The CAP treatments generally exhibited higher values than the other
treatments, except for the first measurement on D26. On this date, the only statistically
significant differences concerned HP and DCAP-BS2, which were lower than DCAP and
HP-BS1. On D38, HP exhibited the lowest value (13 mg GAE/100 g DW) and CAP-BS2
the highest (21 mg GAE/100 g DW). On this date, all the CAP-related treatments were
significantly higher than all the HP-related ones and DCAP-BS2. Noteworthy is the low
value in DCAP-BS1, which was similar with the HP treatment, although DCAP and DCAP-
BS2 were 30% higher, close to the CAP treatment levels. In the last measurement, the
difference within the DCAP treatments was minimized, while the three CAP treatments
exhibited higher levels in comparison to all the others. Indicatively, CAP reached a 47%
increase over HP.

The nutritional state of the lettuce leaves in respect to the nitrogen, potassium, sodium,
and calcium content is presented in Table 2. On D38, the total N concentration was similar
among the treatments, with only CAP-BS2 showing significantly lower values by 22% than
HP. However, all the CAP treatments exhibited a reduction in the K+ content, reaching
a 30% decrease compared to the others, a result that was also statistically significant. In
the opposite direction were the Na+ and Ca2+ levels of the CAP treatments, showing an
increase of 172–193% for Na+ and 90–107% for Ca2+ in comparison to HP. No differences
were found between any of the HP and DCAP treatments in the results on D38. In the final
harvest, D54, the nutritional status of all the CAP plants, regardless of the presence of a
BS, had deteriorated for all the measured nutrients. The N content was lower by almost
30% and the K+ content by 60%. Na+ was 4–5.7 times higher in CAP than in HP, reaching
12.01 mg g DW−1, with all the above differences being statistically significant. The K+

levels of DCAP-BS2 were noteworthy as they were significantly lower than all the DCAP
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and HP treatments yet double those of the CAP treatments. In contrast, the differences in
the Ca2+ concentration were diminished on D56, with only the CAP treatment exhibiting a
significant decrease of 23% compared to all three HP treatments.
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Figure 4. The total phenolics content of lettuce leaves measured at three time points during the
experimental period (Mean ± Stdev, n = 10). Different letters denote statistically significant differences
between treatments (p ≤ 0.05) on each day.

Table 2. Lettuce leaf concentrations of total N, K+, Na+, and Ca2+, expressed as mg g DW−1 (Avd
± Sd, n = 6) determined on two sampling dates, D38 and D56. Different letters within the columns
indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) among treatments. At the bottom of the table, the significant
impact of the cultivation system (CS) on each element and date is marked with an asterisk (p ≤ 0.05),
while the dash in BS denotes no statistically significant effect.

D38 D56

N K+ Na+ Ca2+ N K+ Na+ Ca2+

HP 45.42 ± 1.19 a 48.63 ± 2.70 a 2.80 ± 0.33 a 5.00 ± 2.06 a 42.34 ± 0.73 a 61.87 ± 4.67 a 3.20 ± 1.45 a 9.34 ± 0.76 a

HP-BS1 46.11 ± 1.69 a 49.70 ± 3.80 a 2.97 ± 0.59 a 4.67 ± 1.62 a 44.18 ± 0.73 a 61.24 ± 3.11 a 2.45 ± 0.68 a 9.34 ± 1.54 a

HP-BS2 43.42 ± 1.57 a 47.18 ± 3.75 a 2.57 ± 0.76 a 5.51 ± 1.77 ab 45.24 ± 0.49 a 58.65 ± 4.57 a 2.22 ± 0.56 a 9.17 ± 1.66 a

DCAP 44.17 ± 0.53 a 46.21 ± 9.82 a 2.45 ± 0.71 a 4.32 ± 1.51 a 43.17 ± 0.76 a 59.2 ± 4.25 a 2.14 ± 0.51 a 7.82 ± 1.78 ab

DCAP-BS1 42.99 ± 0.63 a 49.94 ± 2.38 a 3.00 ± 0.51 a 4.50 ± 1.05 a 42.76 ± 0.91 a 57.57 ± 7.99 a 2.53 ± 0.37 a 7.65 ± 1.19 ab

DCAP-BS2 45.05 ± 1.18 a 49.96 ± 1.85 a 3.43 ± 0.94 a 5.01 ± 1.97 ab 41.64 ± 0.82 a 50.79 ± 5.04 b 2.71 ± 0.34 a 7.82 ± 1.05 ab

CAP 41.98 ± 1.70 a 33.65 ± 2.34 b 8.09 ± 2.06 b 10.35 ± 1.18 c 29.28 ± 1.82 b 24.83 ± 3.44 c 11.49 ± 1.64 b 6.14 ± 0.83 b

CAP-BS1 42.48 ± 2.80 a 33.55 ± 1.66 b 8.21 ± 0.93 b 9.68 ± 0.83 c 29.1 ± 1.80 b 23.71 ± 2.74 c 11.97 ± 0.89 b 7.65 ± 1.18 ab

CAP-BS2 35.82 ± 1.58 b 32.37 ± 2.14 b 7.62 ± 1.99 b 9.51 ± 1.97 bc 31.07 ± 2.04 b 25.13 ± 3.35 c 12.01 ± 1.49 b 8.84 ± 0.83 ab

CS * * * * * * * *
BS - - - - - - - -

A heatmap was created to depict the profile of the lettuce polar metabolites and the
variation in their levels, showing the abundance of each metabolite as its deviation from
the corresponding control (HP) for this metabolite (Figure 5). According to the analysis,
49 metabolites were identified and grouped into the following categories: organic acids
(17 metabolites), amino acids (9 metabolites), water-soluble sugars (15 metabolites), sugar
alcohols (5 metabolites), and others (3 metabolites). In the DCAP, DCAP-BS2, and HP-BS2
treatments, a large number of metabolites, i.e., 27, 26, and 23 compounds, respectively,
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exhibited a significantly increased concentration compared to HP. Contrarily, in both the
CAP and CAP-BS1 treatments, 10 metabolites with significantly decreased abundance
compared to the control were detected. The common response in all the treatments was a
downward trend in threonine, xylose and butyric acid, and increased abundance of aspartic
acid and glycine, oxalic and succinic acids, as well as meso-erythrol.
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In the amino acid group, the DCAP treatment had the highest number of detected
compounds, which were also found in higher intracellular abundance (except for threonine)
compared to the HP treatment. In the DCAP-BS1, CAP, CAP-BS2, and HP-BS1 treatments,
amino acids were present in lower abundance, with more than half of them having similar
or lower levels than in the HP treatment. In the CAP-BS1 treatment, all the amino acids
except aspartic acid and glycine were recorded at the lowest amounts compared to HP.
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Noteworthy is the high abundance of the amino acid β-alanine in DCAP, DCAP-BS2,
and HP-BS2.

Most organic acids showed a higher intracellular abundance in DCAP compared to
the control group, as well as the other treatments. In particular, isocitric acid, fumaric acid,
erythropentonic acid, ribonic acid, tartaric acid and threonic acid were found in the highest
amounts. The DCAP-BS2 and HP-BS2 treatments also resulted in an increase in organic
acid abundance compared to the control. On the other hand, in the CAP, CAP-BS1 and
DCAP-BS1 treatments, many organic acids showed either no significant differences or a
decrease in the intracellular concentration compared to HP.

Regarding sugars, the greatest abundance was found in the DCAP, DCAP-BS2, HP-BS1,
and HP-BS2 treatments compared to the HP control. The DCAP treatment was particularly
noteworthy as, despite the high availability of sugars, the concentration of fructose, glucose,
mannose, and sucrose was limited. All the CAP treatments resulted in minor changes
compared to the HP control, regardless of the application of a BS. The only exceptions were
the increased maltose content and reduced xylose. Likewise, small differences compared
with the control were observed in the sugar alcohols. Nevertheless, meso-erythrol showed
a significant increase in all the treatments. The actual amount of each detected metabolite
is presented in Table S2.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to examine the feasibility of integrating BSs and aquaponics, both
coupled and decoupled, in lettuce cultivation for the first time in the relevant literature. We
investigated this combination to assess its potential to overcome the nutrient limitations
frequently reported for aquaponics crops. This was performed to propose an alterna-
tive management practice that would ensure the sustainability and low-input nature of
aquaponics systems.

Lettuce growth was significantly lower in the CAP treatments compared to all the
HP and DCAP treatments (Figure 1), while the application of a BS had no effect. The
limitations of CAP became evident from the initial harvest on D26, and by the final harvest
on D54, there was an 80% reduction in aerial part fresh weight and a 28.7% decrease in
leaf number. Previous studies have also reported lower yields in coupled systems com-
pared to hydroponics [8,9,11,23]. Lettuce is a frequently studied species in the aquaponics
literature [24]. However, its growth performance varies considerably depending on many
factors, such as the experimental conditions, crop cultivar, and paired fish species, stocking,
and feeding characteristics. Therefore, drawing comparisons can be challenging. In a
similar experimental setup, Yang and Hye-Ji [25] found a comparable yield in their HP
treatments with ours, yet a better performance of the CAP system, which reached 68% of
their HP. Analogous with above, HP-CAP differences are reported by Nozzi et al. [26], with
the CAP lettuce fresh weight reaching 260 g, the 75% of HP production. In this later work,
they achieved higher lettuce yields by adding iron, potassium, and phosphorous to the
aquaponics water on a daily basis. Additionally, Delaire et al. [27] reported a surprisingly
low yield for the HP treatments, which was similar to the CAP and almost 90 g/plant, while
the DCAP treatment outperformed both with 136 g/plant. Our results show a discrepancy
with the two last-mentioned studies, since DCAP showed similar growth performance to
HP lettuce, again irrespective the presence of a BS.

The growth inferiority of the CAP plants in all the above-mentioned works is mainly
associated with the lower nutrient concentrations in the leaf tissues, reflecting the sub-
optimal levels of the corresponding solution concentrations. Although lettuce is considered
a low-demand crop compared to fruit-bearing crops such as tomatoes and cucumbers, it
seems that CAP does not meet its nutritional requirements [11,28]. The elemental analysis
performed in the present study (Table 2) showed that the cultivation system, but not the
BS, shaped the elemental profile of lettuce leaves. All three CAP treatments exhibited a
similarly deteriorated nutritional state compared to all the DCAP and HP plants. The total
N content did not seem to act as the major limiting nutrient for crop growth, since it did
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not differ among treatment until D38 and in all cases fell within the range of concentrations
usually found in healthy hydroponically grown lettuce (30–60 mg g−1) [29]. Similar values
of total N have been reported for hydroponically grown lettuce at a pH between 5.8
and 7 [30]. In a coupled aquaponics system, plants derive their nitrogen for nutrition
mainly from fish excretions. Fish excretions are estimated to be 30–65% nitrogen and
40% phosphorus, with the exact proportions varying depending on the composition of
the fish feed [31]. The K content of the CAP leaves was significantly lower than all the
other treatments in both harvests. K is a functional macronutrient that plays a crucial
role in photosynthesis, regulation of stomatal movements, protein synthesis, and osmotic
potential [32,33]. In aquaponics systems, the K levels are typically sub-optimal, leading to
leaf deficiencies [20,34,35]. Roosta et al. [32] reported that foliar application of K at levels
similar to HP and DCAP in the present study significantly enhanced the biomass gain
and subsequently leaf K+ content. In a previous study by our team, lettuce was grown
using a ‘minimal input’ approach to limit the external nutrient supplementation to a level
that would not compromise the sustainability of the system [11]. The results showed
that the addition of only K+ and Fe2+ to CAP, at the concentrations used in hydroponics,
was sufficient to achieve a yield comparable to conventionally hydroponics-produced
lettuce. On the other hand, there are several works that, in an attempt to tackle the
nutrient limitations of aquaponic solutions, have included high rates of both micro- and
macro-nutrients, reaching the level of hydroponic inputs [27,36]. Although this approach
is effective in increasing plant productivity, it raises concerns about the sustainability of
aquaponics and its environmental footprint. In the present study, Na+ reached higher
levels in the leaves of all the CAP treatments compared to the others, exhibiting values
of 8 mg g DW−1 and 12 mg g DW−1 at the intermediate and final harvest, respectively.
Similar results are typically reported for coupled aquaponics systems in comparison with
HP systems [27,37,38]. Yang and Kim [25] reported the same Na concentration in lettuce
grown in a CAP system, showing values of 11.8 mg g DW−1 and 3.6 mg g DW−1 in the
HP. They stated that this concentration had no adverse effect on lettuce growth, but it
is possible that Na+ played a role in the Ca2+ and Mg2+ deficiencies through mineral
interactions. It is well known that high levels of Na+ have a negative effect on the crop
yield, but this appears to be concentration-dependent [39,40]. In lettuce irrigated with a
relatively low salt concentration, i.e., 5 mM [41], several growth parameters as well as the
yield remained unaffected. According to Hniličková et al. [42], it takes a much higher Na
content (30 mg g DW−1) in lettuce leaves than ours to lead to a reduction in growth and
disturbance of function. Their conclusion is corroborated by Brés et al. [43], who reported
similar control growth of lettuce under 10 mmol NaCl, although Na+ content reached
11 mg g DW−1, as well as by Delaire et al. [27], with the extreme 9.3 times increase in the
Na in their aquaponics system compared to a hydroponics one. However, a side effect of Na
accumulation is the interference with K+ and Ca2+ absorption, inducing deficiencies [44].
In our case, the Na+/Ca2+ balance did not seem to follow a clear pattern between the two
measurements (Table 2). The interaction of Na+ with K+ was obvious in both measurements
but may have played an important role in the final one. According to the analysis of Hartz
et al. [45], the K+ levels of all the plant groups fell within the accepted leaf concentration
limits for optimal growth, although in the final harvest they were found to be lower than the
minimum accepted value, possibly due to Na+-induced competition. Despite the reported
contribution of the BS to the improvement of the nutritional state of plant through various
mechanisms [46,47], such an impact was not observed in the present study. Applying
different BSs on maize and soybean, de Vasconcelos [48] corroborated our results, since she
not find any difference in the leaf nutrient content, suggesting that BSs cannot substitute
for fertilization, especially in crops with high nutrient demands.

The time point of D12 appears to be crucial in determining the course of chl biosyn-
thesis and degradation in the present experiment’s no external input CAP system (SPAD
index, Figure 2a). A similar response has been reported for lettuce [11], spinach [20] and
rocket [49] grown in analogous systems. Low chlorophyll levels can reduce the LUE, i.e., the
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efficiency of utilizing absorbed photosynthetically active radiation for biomass production,
ultimately resulting in inefficient rates of photosynthesis [50]. This was the case in the
CAP leaves, regardless of the BS application, where reduced LUE values were implied by
the marked decline in the PRI (Figure 2b) already from D12. The PRI correlates strongly
with the LUE and is often used as a predictor of it [50]. In addition to consistently lower
PRI values in CAP compared to DCAP and HP, negative values were recorded on D19.
The low levels of the PRI may be attributed to a combination of low chl and impaired
photosynthetic function. The latter is supported by the fluorescence parameters of lettuce
described later. Furthermore, there is strong evidence in the literature that the PRI is
positively correlated with the relative photosynthetic rate [51] and PSII quantum yield and
negatively correlated with non-photochemical quenching [52]. Both the DCAP and HP
plants maintained high and similar PRI values up to D27, but then declined, possibly due
to developmental reasons.

The chl a in vivo fluorescence assessment indicated that a functional impairment of
the photosynthetic machinery began to appear in the CAP plants as early as D12. This was
evidenced by limitations in e-transport and the decreased relative pool size of total e-carriers
(Sm) compared to the DCAP and HP treatments. Over the course of the experiment, the
CAP plants experienced a marked increase in ABS/RC, implying a decrease in the number
of active RCs, and subsequently, an enhancement of non-photochemical energy dissipation.
Indeed, an upward trend in thermally dissipated energy per active RC (DIo/RC) was
observed, except for the last measurements, where all the differences from HP (control)
were relaxed. The aforementioned results of the energy fluxes, as well as the increasing
limitations of the PSI-related events, collectively contributed to the observed decline in
the photosynthetic performance index (PItotal) from D12 onwards. It is well established
that nutrient deficiencies, such as those experienced by the CAP plants, typically trigger
changes in PSII photochemistry, similar to those observed in lettuce [53,54]. Jardim et al. [55]
correlated the lower PSII quantum yield and the enhanced non-photochemical quenching
with reduced chl levels due to a sub-optimal leaf K content, which was also the case in
our experiment. Furthermore, the inferiority of aquaponics-grown basil compared to
hydroponics in the experiment by Roosta [56] was depicted in pronounced decreases in the
PSII quantum yield and was attributed to K+, Fe2+ and Mn deficiencies. The time point
of D12–14 is crucial for the appearance of the first stress signs in the performance of the
photosynthetic apparatus, as has also been documented by other aquaponics works of our
group with lettuce, spinach and spiny chicory [11,20,57].

The antioxidant activity, as depicted in the leaf total phenolics content of the CAP
plants, irrespective of the BS presence, remained at the same levels as the other treatments
at D26 (Figure 4), but it was slightly increased from the middle until the end of the growing
period. The phenolic content of plants is directly linked to their nutritional state and serves
as an antioxidant mechanism. A deficiency in certain elements can cause the accumulation
of reactive oxygen species, as is documented with Fe and K deficiency, and the oxidative
damage is aggravated by long-term stress [33]. However, the response of plants to nutrient
availabilities is species-specific concerning the antioxidant mechanisms involved, whereas
the absence of significant increases in the total phenolic content of the present study may
reflect the employment of other antioxidant compounds or processes [58].

The complex interplay between environmental factors, such as those imposed by
the cultivation system, and the plant responses is mediated by changes in the plant’s
metabolome. The metabolic profile of plants is strongly influenced by nutrient deficiencies,
among other stresses or imbalances [59]. The metabolomic analysis of lettuce leaves
revealed an overall trend toward greater changes in the amino acid levels, followed by
organic acids, with the lowest magnitude of changes being observed in the sugars compared
to the control group (HP). A distinct response of the DCAP- and DCAP-BS2-treated plants
compared to the others was evident. These two treatments, along with HP-BS2, showed
a significant increase in the abundance of more than half of the identified metabolites
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compared to the control (HP). In contrast, CAP and CAP-BS2 showed a significant reduction
in 10 compounds and slight or non-significant increases compared to HP.

The DCAP and DCAP-BS2 treatments resulted in higher intracellular abundance of
many amino acids compared to the HP control. This might indicate an increased level
of activity in the metabolic pathways of amino acid biosynthesis in these treatments. Of
particular interest are both the accumulation of aspartic acid and the decreased abundance
of threonine in all the treatments compared to the control. The aspartic acid content
exhibited a four-fold increase in the DCAP, DCAP-BS2 and HP-BS2 treatments and was
more than doubled in all the CAP treatments, indicating a strong activation of nitrogen
assimilation processes [60]. The lower than HP abundance of threonine suggests a decreased
intensity of metabolic activation in response to abiotic stress [61], possibly indicating the
absence of noticeable stress in these treatments. Finally, the high abundance of the amino
acid β-alanine in the DCAP-BS2, and HP-BS2 treatments, which is a precursor of acetyl-
CoA, suggests an intensification of metabolism, which conforms with the aforementioned
activation of the TCA cycle in these treatments [62].

The increase of organic acids in the DCAP- and DCAP-BS2-treated plants, and es-
pecially the accumulation of citric, malic, succinic, and isocitric acids, intermediates of
the TCA cycle, indicates an activation of energy production processes [63]. In contrast,
in the CAP, CAP-BS1 and DCAP-BS1 treatments, many organic acids either exhibited no
noticeable differences or an intracellular decrease in abundance compared to the HP control.
Furthermore, the increased abundance of threonic acid and tartaric acid, which are products
of ascorbic acid oxidation [64], in all the CAP, DCAP, and HP treatments compared to the
control probably indicates the regulation of antioxidant mechanisms. This finding requires
further exploration regarding the possible reprogramming of oxidative homeostasis in
plants as a response to the cultivation system. As mentioned before, the total phenolics
content appeared to be marginally affected by both the cultivation system and BS, but other
pathways of antioxidant defense not determined in the present study may be upregulated
compared to control.

The BS2 application either in DCAP or in HP, along with the DCAP and HP-BS1
treatments, showed a considerable accumulation of sugars compared to HP. Of particular
interest is that in the DCAP treatment, although a high accumulation of sugars was recorded,
as at the same time, the concentration of fructose, glucose, mannose and sucrose was limited.
This may be due to the increased breakdown of these metabolites to produce energy and
other compounds; as mentioned above, TCA cycle organic acids and amino acids were
highly accumulated in this treatment. The metabolic profiles of the CAP-BS1, CAP-BS2 and
CAP treatments showed similar or reduced fructose and glucose content, with moderate
accumulation of sucrose and mannose, compared to HP. It is noteworthy that a decrease
in the abundance of the structural sugar xylose was observed in all the treatments in
comparison to the control. Since this sugar is associated with the presence of xyloglucans
and the composition of the cell wall [65], this fact needs further investigation.

The combination of physiological and metabolomic data suggests that the CAP-related
plants down-regulate processes and metabolism to adapt to the low nutrient content in
leaves rather than being damaged. The sensitive chlorophyll fluorescence indicators did
not indicate any damage to the photosynthetic apparatus of these plants, nor did their
metabolic profile show any pronounced stress-related changes in comparison with the
HP. In parallel, the growth reduction caused by nutrient limitations decreases the sink
strength, thereby triggering a negative feedback mechanism in terms of photochemical
performance [66]. Thus, the overall picture suggests an acclimation process of lettuce to
the prevailing nutrient conditions, with the down-regulation of metabolism achieving a
balance between optimal nutrient use and plant function under nutrient limitations.

5. Conclusions

The present study demonstrated the limitations that the CAP system poses in relation
to lettuce growth, function, and metabolism. The application of BSs did not optimize
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the CAP plants’ performance in any parameter measured. On the contrary, the DCAP
cultivation system succeeded in achieving the same levels of yield, as well as a similar
physiological state to the HP system. The application of BS2 to the DCAP plants promoted
their metabolism, as indicated by the accumulation of sugars, amino acids, and organic
acids, which were significantly increased (together with DCAP) compared to the analysis
control (HP). However, the improvement in metabolism did not have a clear effect on the
growth and physiological response of DCAP-BS2, except for parameters related to the
state and efficiency of the photosynthetic apparatus. Despite this, we may consider BS2
as a promising factor that may have the potential to enhance the performance of crops
with a longer life cycle. This work was a first step toward integrating BS application with
aquaponics systems; thus, not all the mechanisms underlying the observed physiological
and metabolomic responses were elucidated. Further research is necessary to gain a
comprehensive understanding of all the aspects of this integration. As the DCAP cultivation
system has proven successful in achieving yields comparable to HP with lower chemical
inputs, future studies should focus on investigating other BSs in this system to further
improve its efficiency while maintaining its environmental advantages within a circular
economy framework.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://www.
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